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Study background: The 2009 economic crisis has been held largely accountable for recent fertility 

declines in Western countries. According to unemployment rates and corresponding national 

economic indicators, Norway was weakly and only temporary affected by the economic downturn in 

2009-2010. Norway nevertheless experienced a pronounced fertility decline, from 2.0 in 2009 to a 

historically low 1.6 in 2017. Recent quarterly reports suggest a continuing decline.  

 

Objectives: We assess the development over the past decades in fertility in Norway, looking at 

specific sociodemographic subgroups and compositional changes in these. To disentangle underlying 

social mechanisms, we investigate how the decline varies with well-known fertility determinants (i.e. 

age, educational attainment, enrollment, labor market attachment and immigrant background). We 

also explore whether the fertility decline is an artefact of compositional changes, as high-fertility 

groups shrink and low-fertility groups dominate, to assess how anticipated future population changes 

may change fertility. 

Data/methods: Transitions to births 1-3 were analyzed using discrete-time hazard regressions on 

women aged 16-45 in 2004-2017 (2.0 mill) to assess how fertility varied by socio-demographic 

characteristics before and after the international crisis, and how compositional changes contributed. 

Results: After 2009, a decline in first births was mainly seen for younger women enrolled in 

education (i.e postponement). Throughout the period, we found a significant fall in third births, 

consistent across different sociodemographic groups. This might thus be one driver of the fertility 

fall. Fertility was relatively stable for non-working women, but they comprise a decreasing share. 

Conclusions: The largely unexplainable Norwegian fertility fall that occurred without a dramatic or 

long-lasting economic downturn, questions the large weight placed on such economic factors in 

other countries experiencing fertility declines. Both changes in union dynamics (later union entry/less 

stable cohabiting unions) and more subliminal changes in the economy (perceived economic 

insecurity/increased temporary employment), are possible factors that warrants further study. 


